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Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Get Set to Read
What do you know about the Industrial Revolution? In “Before Reading,” write true if you think

the statement is true. Write false if you think the statement is not true. Then read KIDS
DISCOVER Industrial Revolution. Check back to find out if you were correct. Write the correct
answer and the page number where you found it. 

CHALLENGE: Rewrite each false sentence in a way that makes it true. 

1. Before the Industrial Revolution
more than 90 percent of people lived
on farms or in small villages.

2. The Industrial Revolution began in
the United States in the mid-1700s.

3. Coal was the fuel for the Industrial
Revolution.

4. After the American Revolution, the
northern states turned to farming
while the southern states focused
more on manufacturing.

5. Photographs helped focus attention
on problems such as child labor.

6. Workers during the Industrial
Revolution received high wages.

7. Today people live about twice as
long as they did during the Industrial
Revolution.

8. The problem of child labor ended a
long time ago.
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It’s in the Reading
After reading KIDS DISCOVER Industrial Revolution, choose the best answer for each question.

Fill in the circle.

1. The biggest change resulting from the Industrial Revolution was ____.
$ A. the pace of change itself
$ B. the new farming techniques
$ C. all the new free time
$ D. the move from cities to farms

2. The domestic system was the production of goods by ____.
$ A. factories
$ B. farms
$ C. paid workers
$ D. families

3. Thomas Newcomen’s steam pump was an improvement on a pump
made by ____.
$ A. James Watt
$ B. Thomas Savery
$ C. Abraham Darby
$ D. Samuel F. B. Morse

4. The invention of the ____ made growing cotton very profitable in the
southern states.
$ A. American system
$ B. cotton gin
$ C. cotton mill
$ D. interchangeable parts

Find your answers on the pages shown in the book icon next to each question.
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5. The work of Jacob Riis and Lewis Hine helped lead to ____.
$ A. lower-paying jobs
$ B. more immigration
$ C. changes
$ D. increased problems
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6. In cities, immigrants and American farmers both found ___.
$ A. good housing
$ B. good living conditions
$ C. work in factories
$ D. that no work was available

7. English doctor Edward Jenner is responsible for making a vaccine for
____.
$ A. smallpox
$ B. cowpox
$ C. cancer
$ D. polio

8. Just as with the steam engine two centuries ago, ____ are reshaping
society.
$ A. automobiles and airplanes
$ B. new crops and farming methods
$ C. the stock market and interest rates
$ D. personal computers and the Internet

9. You might say that the Industrial Revolution has not ended because new
technologies continue to change society. Do you think technology will
ever stop changing our society? Support your opinion with reasons.
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It’s in the Reading (continued)
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Everything Visual
Is there a wide split between rich and poor nations? You can find out by looking at a graph. Bar

graphs provide data in a visual way. Study the graph on page 17 of KIDS DISCOVER Industrial
Revolution. Read the information included with the graph. Then answer the questions.

1. What is the title of the graph? What is its purpose? 

______________________________________________________________________________

2. What does each bar on the graph represent?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

3. For what year is the data given? 

______________________________________________________________________________

4. Did every individual in each country earn the amount shown for the country? Explain. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

5. In which country did individual people have the highest income? In which country did they
have the lowest income?

______________________________________________________________________________

6. What is the difference between the highest income and the lowest?

______________________________________________________________________________

7. Is there a relationship between industrialization and amount earned per person in a country?
Explain.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

8. Many countries are not shown on the graph. Why?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

                   


